GAUGES
River

Gaugename

Horndøla
Myrkdalselvi
Rauma
Raundalselvi
Sogndalselva
Ulvåa		
Valldøla
Vosso

Hornindalsvatnet
Myrkdalsvatnet
Stuguflåtan/Horgheim
Kinne
Sogndalsvatnet
Storhølen
Valldøla v/Alstad
Bulken

WESTERN NORWAY
The geographical area of western Norway covers the counties Hordaland, Sogn og Fjordane
and Møre og Romsdal. The mild Atlantic climate, combined with a high mountain range,
gives western Norway plenty of rain and snow which gives high water levels far into the
summer. If you look towards the steeper drop and pool-rivers, the general impression is that
water levels are too high in order to run the harder sections, at least until mid June. But if you
have doubts, check the gauges and the snow map on the internet. Remember that cold weather
reduces the snowmelt. Some of the rivers also have occasional good flows during the winter.
Western rivers are blessed with a large number of available automatic gauges. So it is fairly
easy to find information about water levels.
The Voss area has some truly good whitewater, especially if you like running harder stuff. If
you like easier rivers, Voss still has sections to offer, but other areas in Norway would be to
prefer. This said, it must be pointed out that many of the harder river sections around Voss,
and especially Raundalselvi, will be much easier on very low water levels. They’ll still give
intermediate/advanced skilled kayakers good value.
Other areas worth mentioning are the areas around Hellesylt and Valldal. These areas are a
dream for the advanced/expert kayaker. At the right water level the area has the best
whitewater in Norway. The area is a bit isolated, but is absolutely worth the driving.

Other rivers
There are many other rivers witch has been paddled in Western Norway. Here are some of
them: Brekkedalselvi, Innerdalselva, Isa, Måna, Sagelvi, Teigdalsevi, Tverrelvi, Urdlandselvi,
Vaksvikelva.

BRANDSETELVI
Brandsetelva has been paddled from Nystøl down to the second road
bridge. This river is the host of the annual extreme downriver race held
during the “ Extreme sptorts week” at Voss. The falls and steep slides will
make your day- either way it goes. Have a nice day and don’t mess it up.
The river runs through open terrain flowing over bedrock constantly,
and is characterised by waterfalls and slides.
To carry out is easy everywhere.
Waterlevel
Brandsetelva commonly has water when everything else in the area goes
medium high or higher. The river has a small drainage area and needs rain
before it gets enough water. An estimated optimal water level is between
5m³ – 8m³.

Put-in
Slide with vertical eleement
Mandatory portage, fall, 8m, no pool
Slide with vertcal element
Slide, 60m long and rugged
Put-in, “Ljosno”
Narrow passage right after bridge with a 2.5m vertical fall, tiny drop right after
Smal slide, three metres high
Big slide followed by a narrow passage in a right-turn, and a smal drop in a left turn
Speedy slide that goes to the right, twister at the top
Slide in steps after “Extreme-sports-week-start” follwed by narrow passage and drop, 2m
Fall, 6m
Fall, 2m, just before pump-house
Smal drop with twister on the right side
Take-out
Narrow, steep rapid after bridge

GRØVU
Grøvu has been paddled from Jenstad all the way down to Driva.
The usual evening trip is from the bridge above Myra.
The trip may be extended by starting at Jenstad, to get more of
the steep blocked rapids which characterise the whole river.
Grøvu is one of the early classics, but remains interesting nonetheless.
From Jenstad the river runs through a deep V-shaped valley.
The most common put-in for running Grøvu is at the bridge above Myra.
To carry out out of the gorge is difficult and strenuous in the upper section,
but easy in the lower section
Waterlevel
The water level in Grøvu can be determined by checking the manual gauge
“Bruøy”. An optimal water level is between 2,00m/20m³ – 2,40m/40m³.
A minimum is estimated to be about 1,80m/13m³. When it gets above
2,70m/62m³ you ought to consider your capability closely.
In general Grøvu is good when Driva is good. If you check the gauge
“Grensehølen” in Driva, and if the Gråura section has a water level you are
capable of handling, then you will normally find a similar water level with
comparable difficulty in Grøvu. Grøvu gets very powerful at higher water
levels. The section you can see from the road is easier than the section
above the bridge at Myra.

Put-in, “Jenstad”
Blocked drop, powerful stopper to the right
Powerful blocked rapid
Put-in, “Myra
Gauge
Take-out

HORNDØLA
Horndøla has been paddled from Moldsvor down to Tomasgard. While the river
section does have some absolute highlights, the long calm sections and several
ugly looking slides destroy the “rhythm” of the section.
Horndøla runs through relatively open terrain with occasional low gorges. The
river is characterised by slides and drops.
To carry out is relatively easy.
Waterlevel
The water level in Horndøla can be determined by checking the automatic
gauge “Hornindalsvatnet”. An optimal water level in Horndøla is between
0,97m/20m³–1,15m/30m³ on the gauge. An estimate of the optimal flow in
Horndøla itself is between 10m³ – 15m³.

Put-in
Small drop, 2m
Fall, 3m, vertikal after short entrance rapid
Several small drops
Fall, 4m shallow landing aera followed by small drop, 1m
Bedrock rapid, very ugly undercut drop with towback on the left
Slide with pothole pinning posiblities
Take -out
Mandatory portage, small drops leading into narrow 15m fall in the right chute
Take-out

JORDALSELVI
Jordalselvi has been run from Stolen down to Storebotn. If you get bored
in Brandsetelvi and other Voss rivers you ought to go to Jordalselvi to get
your heart pumping, so you feel the enjoyment of living again. This is a
well suited place for testing your pure bred creekboat.
Jordalselvi runs through fairly open terrain and is characterised by drops
and slides.
To carry out is easy.
Waterlevel
There is no gauge in Jordalselvi. An optimal water level for the upper and
lower Jordalselvi is between 6m³ – 9m³. The middle section between the
bridges needs more water than the upper and lower sections - unless you
like it scratchy.
An optimal water level for the middle section is between 8m³ – 12m³.
Jordalselvi flows from the same mountain area as Myrkdalselvi, so if the
automatic gauge “Myrkdalsvatnet” in Myrkdalselvi shows about 12m³
there ought to be hope in finding a good water level in Jordalselvi.

Put-in
Small drop
Small drop
Two small drops
Two medium sized slides
Fall, 3m
Fall, 5m, vertical
Four small drops around bridge
Take-out
Small slide
Small slide followed by small drop, 1m, with backwash
Fall, 10m, vertical
Small drop, 1.5m
Narrow section with small drops
Narrow steep section drops with towback ending in big slide
Fall, 6m, in two channels
Steep long slide
Small drop under bridge
Take-out
Fall, not normally run, 8m, vertical in the top

JØLSTRA
Jølstra has been paddled from Jølstravatnet at Vassenden down to Movatnet. One of
the rivers that always has enough water. In prime season the glacier water makes it a
good high volume river with powerful rapids. Some inspection might be very necessary.
A descent on a sunny midsummer day round 17.00 does not give optimal vision in
some of the rapids.
Jølstra runs through an open terrain all the way and is characterised by short and
intermediate long powerful rapids with flat sections in between.
To carry out is easy.
Waterlevel
The water level in Jølstra can be determined by checking the manual gauge “Jølstra ndf”.
An optimal water level for the upper Jølstra is between 1.39m/30m³ – 1,78m /50m³. It
gets very powerful at higher water levels. If it is below about 1,13m/20m³ then don’t
bother.

Put-in
Drop, 3m, powerful in several chutes
Rapid under and after bridge
Blocked rapid
Long powerful rapid
Take-out
Unrunnable section
4 powerful small drops befoere and after bridge
Gauge
Take-out
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LANGEDALSELVA
Langedalselva has been paddled from Myrhaug down to Kårstø. Langedalselva
has all that a kayaker’s heart desires, with slides and fall combinations of various
difficulties. If you come through it all without getting caught by brutal towbacks
or behind falls, this trip will leave you with excellent memories.
Langedalselva runs through fairly open terrain and sometimes low gorges. It is
characterised by slides and falls.
To carry out is fairly easy most places.
Waterlevel
Langedalselva is now regulated. To find a suitable water level the area needs a
lot of rain outside the snowmelting season. There is no gauge in Langedalselva.
The waterlevel in Langedalselva can be estimated by checking the automatic/
manual gauge “Hornindalsvatnet”, which is located nearby.
An estimated optimal flow in Langedalselva itself is between 9m³ – 13m³.

Put-in
Fall, 2.5m, slightly restricted landing area followed by small drop,1.5m
Fall, 3m, upside of bridge followed by steep and narrow rapid
Small drop, 2m
Slide with two stoppers followed by udercut boulder
Small slide with boiling stopper
Small slide
Big slide
Fall, 4m, shallow landing
Mandatory portage, big slide with a serious obstruction
Fall, 3m, vertical, autoboof
Long steep slide with drops and significant stopper in the end
Small slide
Take-out

MYKLEBUSTELVA
Myklebustelva is one of the great attractions around Valldal. Here it’s nothing but highlights.
Myklebustelva runs through a low gorge. It is characterised by slides and falls.
To carry out is easy.
Waterlevel
The waterlevel in Myklebustelva can be estimated by checking the automatic/manual gauge
“Valldøla v/Alstad”. In general is it possible to kayak from the highest put-in when the
gauge shows less than 1,60m, and possible to kayak from the second put-in when the gauge
is less than 1,80m. Myklebustelva reacts quickly to rain, and is affected by temperature
changes and the resulting snowmelt even late into the spring and summer.
You can also take a look from the main road bridge. When Myklebustelva appears to be
extremely low the section above the bridge will normally be good. The estimated optimal
water volume in Myklebustelva itself is between 3m³ – 5m³. You will be surprised how
little water you really need to have a good time in this river.

Put-in
Small slide followed by narrow passage
Fall, 2m, followed by ugly looking fall, 7m, into pot-hole
Two slides in a row
Fall, 3m
Doubledrop, 1.5m and 2m, the first with solid towback
Put-in
Two small slides
Fall, 3m, followed by small slide
Slide
Fall, 5m, very shallow pool, followed by steep slide
Steep slide
Steep 20m long slide
Long slide with to small drops at the end
Take-out
Take-out

MYRKDALSELVI

Myrkdalselva has been run from Hola and down to Myrkdalsvatnet.
Myrkdalselva is one of the best slide and fallrivers in Norway. Together
with other well known rivers in the area it establishes Voss as Norway’s
white water capital. If you are in the Voss area don’t forget to check out
this river.
Myrkdalselva from Hola and down to Årmodt runs in an open terrain.
From Årmodt the river cuts gradually deeper into a V-shaped valley.
Myrkdalselva is characterised by drops and slides.
To carry out is easy above Årmodt and strenuous below.
Waterlevel
The water level in Myrkdalselvi can be determined by checking the
automatic gauge “Myrkdalsvatnet”. An optimal water level for the
upper Myrkdalselvi is between 1,41m/16m³ – 1,85m/30m³. The upper
Myrkdalselvi is good on higher water levels than the lower.
An optimal water level for lower Myrkdalselvi is between 1,03m/8m³
– 1,24m/12m³. It can be run down to 0,90m/6m³, but it gets scratchy.

Put-in
Small double drop
Put-in
Steep rugged slide
Drop, 3m followed by drop, 2m
Long slide, tricky entrance
Bedrock rapid followed by drop, 4m
Ruged fall, 7m
Fall, 3m
Take-out
Put-in
Skijump fall, 3m
Small drop, 1m
Small drop, 1m
Slide
Slide, narrow in the top
Slide
Double drop, 2,5m and 1,5m
Drop
Fall, 20m
Fall
Fall, 6m
Take-out
Gauge, “Myrkdalsvatnet”
Gauge, manual
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RAUMA

Rauma has been paddled from Bjorli down to Stuguflåten.
This river is well known for its beautiful surroundings. The
entire gradient is used up by some amazing slides and falls.
It is absolutely worth a trip for those who loves the steeper
stuff.
Rauma runs through open terrain down to Stuguflåten
where it soon after plunges into a gorge.
To carry out is easy in the upper section and longer and
much steeper in the lower section.
Waterlevel
The water level in the upper Rauma can be determined by
checking the automatic gauge “Stuguflåten”. An optimal
water level is between 1,31m/8m³ – 1,48m/13m³. Maximum
water levels are not known.
An exact water level for the lower Rauma is available by
adding the values from the gauges “Stuguflåten” in upper
Rauma and “Storhølen” in lower Ulvåa. An optimal water
level is anything between 10m³ – 15m³.

Put-in
Steep slides, one on each side of island, 4m
Rapid with ledge, a bit undercut on total left
Steep slide/fall, 4m, before rest area
Slide and fall (3m) onn each side of island followed by 5m vertical fall
Small slide with twister and sticky stopper in the end
Slide elements with a drop, 3m, followed by some small ledges
Gauge, Stuguflåten
Take-out
Small drop under bridge
Steep slide with ugly looking cave to the right
Slide with tricky undercut in the end
Put-in
Fall, 10m, right after put-in
Vertical fall, 5m
Big steep slide with big rock to the right at end
Fall with a slightly destruktive landing
Powerful river wide stopper
Enormous slide with vertical elements
Slide
Big Fall
Take-out
Fall, 15m, normally not run
Powerful rapid
Take-out
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RAUNDALSELVI Upper section

Put-in, Mjølfjell youth hostel
Blocked rapid
Long, steep technical demanding slide, narrow chute in the end
Fall, narrow shelf towards left
Drop, 2m, with powerful stopper
Slide along ruged wall, or boof to the left
Double drop, 3m, powerful stopper
Chicken run to the right, main fall to the left, 3m
Powerful dropcombination
Blocked rapid with long slide along a wall on the left
High fall, 12m, “Nosebreaker”
Small slide, slightly blocked in the end
Mandatory portage, fall, 4m, follwed by total blockage on low water
Small doubledrop
Two stoppers with conciderable backwash on some water levels
Take-out, Reimegrend
Put-in
Slide
Slide
Boulder with twister followed by two steps
Two small drops
Very boily stopper, portage on higher water levels
Narrow pasage on the right with sticky stopper in the end
Steep rapid
Serie of falls and slides
Slide with big stopper on high water
Narrow, blocked small gorge
Take-out, Skiple

RAUNDALSELVI Lower section
Waterlevel
The water level in Raundalselva can be determined by
checking the automatic gauge “Kinne”. An optimal water
level for the different sections, as measured using the
gauge “Kinne”, is as follows:
Mjølfjel section:
An optimal water level is between 0,89m/11m³
– 1,02m/17m³. Starting out from the Youth Hostel the best
water level is a low one if you are thinking about running
most of the drops and slides on this section down to Reimegrend train station. Be aware of the narrow gorge with
a small vertical drop followed by a total blockage at low
water levels, 1,1km after “Nosebreaker”.
Reimegrend section:
An optimal water level is between 0,98m/15m³ –
1,26m/25m³.
Skiple-Bø- Meringi
An optimal water level is between 1,07m/20m³ –
1,48m/50m³.
The section from Bø to Meringi is also called the Playrun
section (After running it you may wonder why).
Meringi- Tundal
An optimal waterlevel is between 0,87m/10m³ –
0,98m/15m³.

Put-in, Skiple
River wide drop, 1,5m
Stopper
Take-out
Put-in
Steep slide with boily stopper, “Tømmerhølen”
Slide with ledge in the end
Take-out
Put-in
Fall, 3m
Take-out, Meringi
Put-in, Meringi
Blocked rapid
Narrow chute with boily water
Blocked drops 2m and 3m
Mandatory portage, fall, unrunable, rapell needed
Fall, 5m
Take-out, Selheim
Put-in, “Marinejuvet”
Take-out
Gauge, “Kinne”
Fall, 5m, not normally run
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SMEDDALSELVI
Smeddalselvi has been run from Smeddalsosen down to Honungane. This is
the upper section of the river “Lærdalselvi”. Smeddalselvi free of fishemen
and a pearl for us good guys, can contribute with falls, slides, blocked
sections and even three totally blocked rapids, all touching the bedrock.
The river runs through small gorges, sometimes through open terrain
before terrain closes in towards the end.
The river is rarely run, but is wourth running whenever the water level is
low.
Mimimum and maximum water levels is not known.
To carry out is fairly easy almost everywhere.
Waterlevel
The water level in Smeddalselvi can be determined by checking the manual
gauge under the bridge at the put-in. An optimal water level is between
1,18m – 1,25m. Water levels other than the optimal are not known. When
the water level in the area is fairly low you have the best chance of hitting
the right water level in Smeddalselvi. You can get some idea of the water
level by checking the gauge “Storeskard”, which ought to show about 5m³
or somewhat more.

Put-in
Small drop 2m, under bridge
Gauge
Slide totally blocked by big boulder
Rapid which ends in total blockage
Small drop, 1,5m
Slide with spectakular outflow
Small drop with twisters, 2m
Two total blockages in same rapid
Small vertical drop, 2m
Steep and blocked rapid
Low gradient slide
Small slide
Fall with a powerful twister
Small drop, narrow chute with small “twisters”
Three falls
Three slides
Fall, 6m
Double fall, the first is unrunable
Blocked section, 400m long
Take-out
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SOGNDALSELVA
Sogndalselva has been paddled from Songndalsvatnet down to the fjord. This river, home
of the famous “Trippeldroppet” can offer some of the best white water in Norway. Here
you never get bored, though you can get trashed, but what the heck, that is what it is all
about, or… The upper section has one of Norway’s best continuous blocked river sections.
Sogndalselva runs gradually into a deep V-valley. It is characterised by drops, slides,
continuous blocked rapids and falls. It has everything.
To carry out can be strenuous and difficult, especially in the lower section.
Waterlevel
The water level in Sogndalselva can be determined by checking the automatic gauge
“Sogndalsvatn”. An optimal water level is between 1,53m/8m³ – 1,64m/13m³. Higher
water levels above optimum ought to be met with caution caused by the serious nature of
this river.

Gauge, “Sogndalsvatn”
Put-in, “Hollakvebrui”
Put-in, “Kollsete”
Slightly blocked rapid
Serie of three slides
Small riverwide drop, 2m
Small narrow drop, 1m, big rock to the right
Low gradient slide with stopper in the end
Blocked section with slide in the end
Small drop,1m, with powerful stopper
Blocked section before slide
Slide
Take-out
Put-in
Stoppers followed by slightly difficult end wall
Section of continous blocked rapids and drops
Three falls in a row. The “Trippeldrops”,totally20m
Small dropp
Narrow passage with combination stopper/fall,2.5m
Small drop, 2m
Small drop, twister to the right
Two short rugged rapids
Long slide around Salmon stearcase
Drop in narrow passage
Gauge, non official
Short, steep rapid with stopper in the end
Small drop before bridge
Long slide in two differtent chutes
Scrathy wide fall, 3m
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STORDALSELVI

Stordalselva has been paddled from Trollkyrkjegarden down to the last fall at Stavdalen.
Have you seen the film with Burt Reynolds “Deliverance”. Some locals here are
“special”. Anyway...it has some really special features regarding the rapids also.
Stordalselva runs in a deep inaccessible gorge before it opens up slightly after Nakken.
Stordalselva is characterized by big drops and a very committing gorge.
To carry out is close to impossible in the gorge, but not so bad other places.
Waterlevel
Stordalselva has its best flow, which is a low one, at the same time the upper Valldøla is
runable but low. In water level gauge terms this means about 1,55m in Valldøla. There is
little knowledge about water levels in Stordalselva.
Optimal water levels in Stordalselvi itself are estimated to be between 7m³ –9m³.

Put-in
Fall, 4m, vertical followed by small drop
Fall, 7m, vertical
Steep slide, 5m, big pillow followed by small drop
Slide
Slide, can not be portaged
Fall, 3m, with “special” boof-possibility
Small slide
Put-in
Long slide with twister
Steep slide with big stopper
Fall, 6m, vertical
Two falls, 5 and 7m
Long, steep narrow slide
Blocked rapid with small drop, 1.5m
Small narrow drop, 1m
Small drop, 2m, followed by wide stopper
Blocked rapid which ends in a riverwide drop, 2m
Two falls, 5m vertical fall and 3m rugged fall
Take-out

STRANDELVI

Strandelvi has been run from Vinjo down to Lønavatnet. When it comes
to whitewater Strandaelvi has god things to offer. The play section above
Taulen, the high fall in Aasbrekkgjelet “Moneydrop”, the long section
with rapids and small drops after “Moneydrop”.
Strandaelvi runs in open terrain.
To carry out is easy.
Waterlevel
The water level in Strandelvi can be determined by checking the automatic gauge “Myrkdalsvatn”. An optimal water level in Strondelva is between 1,37m/15m³ – 1,85m/30m³. The water level in the highest section
ought not to exceed 13m³.
The “Bus stop” PlayStation is at its best on about 20m³.

Put-in, “Vinjo”
Steep section with powerful small drops with solid backwash
Small drop in micro gorge
Put-in, “Holo”
Take-out, “Taulen”
Long, steep, powerful and blocked rapid
Fall, 10m, “Moneydrop”
Put-in
Fall in several chutes, highest to the left,4m
Big stopper between big boulders
Small wide drop, 2m
Small drop, 1m
Take-out
Take-out
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ULVÅA

Ulvåa has been paddled from Puttåa down to Brøste.
Ulvåa runs in an open terrain down to the lastput-in where it run in
and out of small gorges. it is characterised by long flat sections and
powerful short rapids.
It is easy to carry out.
Waterlevel
An optimal waterlevel for upper section is 2,02m/20m³ – 2,56m/45m³
An optimal waterlevel for lower section is 1,65m/10m³ – 1,85m/15m³

Put-in
Steep rapid with big boulder
Enormous slide, 200m
Put-in
Take-out
Put-in
Steep rapid with powerful stoppers
Put-in
Long rapid with many stoppers
Fall, starting as slide, 6m
Slide with solid undercut on the right
Steep rapid with powerful stopper
Rapid with powerful stopper
Low gradient slide
Steep rapid with solid undercut
Small drop with solid towback
Narrow small drop, 2,5m
Take-out
Gauge, “Storhølen”
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VALLDØLA Upper section
Valldøla has been paddled fron Byksebrua down to to the sea. The
low volume upper section running over the bedrock and characterised by slides, small drops and falls, will make this river one of your
favorites. The middle section, which are one of the best red and run
20 minutes runs, starting at Nedstestølen ain’t bad either and comes
highly recommended.
From Byksebrua the river runs through open terrian. After the big
unrunnable slides before Nedstestølen the river is characterised by
long blocked sections.
The upper section is entirely dependent on rain in the summer
months and the water level ought to be low. In rainy periods and the
spring flood the water level in the upper section might be to high.
After Nedstestølen the river holds more water due to two glacially
fed tributaries. This middle section nearly always has sufficient with
water.
Other sections
The section after Grønning is usually not paddled. Be aware of the
unrunnable falls at Alstad.
Waterlevel
The water level in Valldøla can be determined by checking the
automatic/manual gauge “Alstad”. Valldøla is divided into three
sections, each of which has its own ideal water level.
An optimal water level for the upper section from Byksebrua, which
is a low volume run, is 1,50m/18m³ – 1,65m/24m³. The true optimal
water level in the upper section itself will then be about 6m³ –10m³.
The middle section from Nedstestølen is in general good at the
same water levels as the upper, but it can also take more water. An
optimal water level is 1,55m/20m³ – 1,80m/31m³.
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Put-in
Slide
Narrow drop, 2m, narrow tongue in the middle
Slide, 4m, boof help on a rock in the middle
Slide, a bit undercut to the right in the end
Small drop, 2m
Fall, unrunnable, narrow in the top, undercut to the left
Slide in two steps, shallow to the left, deeper to the right
Fall, unrunnable, possible to sneak it in a left chute
Four drops in succession, last has a undercut end wall
Fall, 7m
Slide
Slide, 40 long, avoid total left
Fall, 5m, landing area is limited
Narrow fall, 4m, under bridge
Take-out
Slide
Unrunnable falls and gigant slides
Put-in
Slide
Slide
Take-out
Riverwide stopper
Small drop, 1.5m
Take-out
Gauge
Fall, normally not runnable

VALLDØLA Lower section

Waterlevel
The lower section from Hol and down to the fjord has its
optimal water level between 1,67m/25m³ – 2,09m/50m³.

Gauge
Fall, not normally paddled
Fall, not normally paddled
Put-in
Take-out
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